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About This Game

This is a simple multiplayer shooter in which you need to perform simple tasks. The project is still young, so there are only 2
game modes and 2 cards. As well as 3 characters, and 6 weapons.

---- Game modes----
1) Death match - a classic mode in which you need to kill as many enemies.

2) Survivor - a special mode, which is held in several rounds. One player is a monster and the rest are survivors. Monsters need
to destroy all survivors. After the monster kills a survivor - he is on his side.

---- Types of characters----
1)Soldier - an ordinary man who is able to take up arms.

2) Reptile-mutant - this strong monster is able to hit several targets with its limbs. Well themselves shows in close combat.
3) Flyer - a small and agile monster that can fly and spit poisonous clots in 2 modes. Single mode (primary fire) and scatter

mode(secondary fire), which can cause critical damage at close range to multiple targets.
----Type of weapon----

1) Bulgarian - combat Bulgarian, which causes frequent damage in close combat.
2) Axe - battle axe that deals heavy melee damage.

3) Submachine Gun-this weapon has a huge spread and small damage, used at close range.
4) Shotgun - this weapon is very effective in close combat, capable of dealing damage to multiple targets.

5) LMG (Low Caliber Machine Gun) - small caliber machine gun, effective at medium distances.
6) Carbine - is an assault rifle that shoots single, but well aimed and strong shots, used at medium or long distances.

----Types of cards----
1) Ancient building - a location where there are a lot of useful things(including weapons). Mode - Death match.

2)Island(Night) is a lost island inhabited by dangerous monsters. Mode - Survivor.
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 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

Memory: 750 MB RAM

English,Russian
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What changes will happen in the next version(Beta 0.7):
This version will be released in late may or early June. It will be added artificial intelligence, you can play not only online but
also offline. Just change the ability of the flyer. Monsters will become stronger. When you press Escape you will not be thrown
into the main menu, you can easily customize the game without leaving the room.
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